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Physical and nutnerical analysis of the front of a gravity 
current on a horizontal bottom. 
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ABSTRACT. In thi s paper, numer ical and exper imental approaches a re applied to 
analyse the dynamics of the front of a gravity current. This study focused on two para
meters: internal density and velocity field s. The salt concentration was determined by a 
potentiometric process. The internal velocities were determined using an optical device 
and an image-processing system. The structure of the head of the gravity current was ana
lysed. Its density was measured and two stages of evolution were observed. This a nalysis 
allows us to confirm th e ex istence of two importan t stages. For Xf < x., where the 
dynamics depend on the initia l condition, the fl ow consists of a head a nd body and the 
front density is constant. For Xf > x s, we show that the density of the front dec reases and 
evolves towards the Hallworth and others (1993) law. From a comparison between the ex
periments and the numerical model, we show that the numerical model, which is based on 
Navier- Stokes equations and on the k- L turbulence model (where L is the height of the 
gravity current), can predict well flow in the slump regime and in the inertia- buoyancy 
regime with smoothed res ults in the transition from the head to the body of the g ravity 
current. 

NOTATION 

x Distance a long the flume (cm ) 
z Vertical distance from the bottom (cm ) 
9 Gravity acceleration (m s 2) 
lo Length of the initial saline solution (cm) 
ho I nitial height of the saline solution (cm ) 
H Initial water height (cm) 
cjJ = ho/H 
U Velocity in the x direction (m s I) 
Xf Dista nce covered by the front of the gravity current 

(cm ) 
Uf Front velocity (cm s - I) 

Pa Ambient fluid density (M g m - 3) 
Po Saline solution initial density (M g m 3) 
P Density of the gravity current (M g m 3) 
t Time (s) 
Fr Froude number 
Xs = lo(3+7.4 ho/ H) Slump distance (cm ) 
y = x - X s (cm ) 
r- Ambient fluid entrainment ratio 
Ao (lo ho) Initial volume per unit width 

INTRODUCTION 

A gravity current is the flow of a heavy fluid into a light one. 
It is produced by the gravitational force applied to the 
difference in density between both fluids. The density con
trast can be due to differences in temperature, composition 
or bulk properties of suspensions. Some examples of such 
currents a re: submarine turbidity, pyroclastic flows released 
during volcanic eruptions, powder-snow avalanches, ete. 
The study of these phenomena in situ is very difficult. In 
order to determine the laws governing the dynamics of these 

fl ows, physical models have been elaborated and developed 
in laboratories. The use of scale models a llows fl exibility in 
experimentation and the possibilit y of controlling the slope, 
the released volume, the initia l composition and the posi
tion of obstacles. Several papers have been published on this 
topic by H opfinger and Tochon-Da nguy (1977), Huppert and 
Simpson (1980), Simpson (198?), Beghin and Olagne (1991), 
H ermann and Hutter (1991) a nd H allworth and others 
(1993, 1996). Numerical models have a lso been developed in 
order to understand and predict the behaviour of powder 
avalanches. Three-dimensiona l numerical models have 
been proposed by Brandstatter and others (1992), Bonnecaze 
and others (1993), Hermann and others (1993) and j aaim 
(1995). To valida te such models, numerical results are com
pared to experimental ones obtained from scale models. 
Earlier studies have provided many data on front velocity, 
the geometry of currents (height and length ), particle con
centration and entrainment of the ambient fluid. The aim of 
the present study is to compl ete these data, in the case of a 
two-dimensional gravity current on a horizonta l bottom, by 
interna l measurements of the density and velocity. By using 
image-processing techniques and a salt-concentration meas
urement device, we obtained the concentration and velocity 
profiles inside the gravity current during its flow. It has been 
shown by Brandstatter and others (1992), Hermann and 
others (1993) and Naaim (1995) tha t the proposed numerica l 
model reproduces well globa l observations such as the 
height and the front velocity. The new experimenta l results 
wi ll be used to test our numerical model reproducing the 
internal density and velocity evolution. 

HORIZONTAL BOTTOM GRAVITY CURRENT 

M a ny studies have been underta ken to define the dynamics 
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of g ravity currents. In 1940, von K a rman showed theoreti
call y that a gravity current of density p and height h (height 
of the head), in a less dense fluid of infinite depth, propa
gates with a front velocity: 

U[ = V(g' h) (1) 

where g' is the reduced gravi ty. 
These studies have provided a large amount of data con

cerning the front velocity in relation to the distance covered . 
Be~amin (1968) improved the initial formula of von K ar
man by including a coeffi cient dependent on the height of 
the gravity current in the expression for the front velocit y. 
Uf becomes: 

Uf = )(1- 2h)g' h (2) 

Fay (1969) has di stingui shed three stages for the fl ow: 

The inertial regime where the force produced by the grav
ity and density gradient ba lances the forces of inertia. 

The viscous regime where the force generated by the 
density g radient balances the viscosity forces. In this 
case, the inertia forces a re negligible. 

The last regime corresponds to a fl ow of very weak velo
city where the viscosity force ba lances the superficial 
tension forces. 

The different phases in the fl ow of a gravi ty current on a 
horizontal bottom are cha racterized by different dynamics 
of propagation. A m ore deta il ed observation reveals notice
able vari ations in the front velocity along the fl ow. Huppert 
a nd Simpson (1980) have elaborated a theoretical model of 
propagation. They observed that the ratio of front height to 
water height (h/ H = cp ) plays an important role in flow 

velocity. The influence of cp on the flow has been discussed 
theoretically by Benjamin (1968) and the proposed evolu
tion of the Froude number has been verifi ed by Britter a nd 
Simpson (1978) 

1 1 

Fr = 2CP-3 if 0.075 < cP < 1 (3) 

Fr= 1.19 if cp> 0.075. (4) 

The expression of the front velocity found in this way de
pends on the density, front height and the ratio cP. The 
analysis proposed by Hupper t and Simpson (1980) is based 
on two-dimensional spreading of a finite volume of a dense 
fluid. Initia lly, the height of the dense fluid is equal to the 
height of the wa ter (H ). A vertical wa ter gate sepa rates the 
two fluids. The authors have shown experimentall y that the 
flow goes through two successive stages before the effects of 
the viscosity become dominant. The transition between the 
two stages takes place when the wave generated by the re
flection of the counter-current upstream of the flum e 
catches up with the front. The transition di stance (xs ) has 
been determined empirically to be given by 

xs= la (3+ 7.4 ~) (5) 

where la is the initial length of the dense fluid , ha is its height 
and H is the depth of the ambient fluid. At the first stage, the 
velocity a nd the height of the front are consta nt and the flow 
Froude number is given by 

j2 
Fr =-2 . (6) 

In the second phase, the front velocity is not constant but 
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decreases. The height of the g ravity current h is seen as cons
tant along its full length but it decreases with time. The front 
is assimilated to a hydraulic jump and, if U f indicates its 
velocity, the authors obtained 

2 2(2-1I)(- 11.l) , 
U = 9 h (7) 

f 2(1 +1I) . . 
From the box model coll apse of a two-dimensional gravity 
current of initia l volume A a, Hallworth and others (1996) 
determined the time evolution of the leng th of the gravity 
current by 

i , [ .) 

l = (1.5Fr·)'l (g A o)'l{l (8) 

where the Froude number depends on the fl ow regi me. They 
studied the entrainment of ambient flu id into the head of a 

g ravity current propagating a long a horizontal surface. The 
experimenta l technique reli es on the neutralization of an a l
kaline current by entrainment of acidic ambi ent fluid. From 
dimensional ana lysis, they showed that the propagation of 
ambient-fluid entrainment into a g ravity-current head de
pends onl y on the initial volume and distance from the re

lease point. This result has been confirmed by their 
experimenta l results. 

PHYSICAL MODELLING AND EX PERIMENTS 

In order to analyse the internal dynamics of gravity cur
rents, we performed experiments on a scale model. Our ex
periments were undertaken in a hori zonta l flume 8.5 m 
long, 0.3 m wide and 0.5 m high (Fig. 1). A gate situated 
0.30 m from one extremity contains the initial saline 
solution. The gate does not disturb the flow of the dense 

solution because it can be opened very rapidly. The flume 
lateral walls a re made of PI exigI as and meshed horizonta ll y 
and verticall y in order to examine the flow. The salt concen
tration is determined using a potentiometric method . It 
consists of measuring the difference in potentia l between a 
reference electrode (whose potential depends only on temp
erature) and an electrode placed in the fl ow. The main merit 
of this method is the relatively high frequency of measure
ment. It is possible to obtain more tha n ten potentia l data 
per second. Such frequencies cannot be attained using a 
pH or conductimetry method. 

Water 

Fig. 1. Experimentalflume. 

An optical device was used to determine the interna l 
velocity pro fi les. This makes it possible to exa mine particles 
using a light sheet about 1 cm thick. PVC particles are intro
duced into the initial saline solution in very small quantities 
in order to obtain some traces in the images. For each image, 
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the camera stays open 1 second. The images a re then digi
tized and processed by computer. The trace of each particle 
is then obtained and its velocity de termined. 

After the gate opens, the density g radient produces a 
motion that evolves rapidly into a developed gravity 
current. The flow rapidly takes a stable form with a head 
(lobes, fi ssures and whirls) and a body that spreads up
stream. The whi rls generate an incorpora tion of the a mbient 
fluid through the interface. Near the g round the fri cti on 
raises the front. 

NUMERICAL MODELLING 

In this sec tion, the g ravity current is considered to be a 
two-phase fl ow of a heavy fluid in a light fluid. The pro
posed model assumes that both fluids are Newtoni an and 

that the solution does not modify either the behaviour of 
the fluid or the turbulence of the flow. The equations a re 
writ ten in a Galilean coordina tes system formed by three 
axes: X and Y are in th e hori zontal plane (X is the flow 
direction) and Z is upward vertica l. In t hi s coordina te 

system, the gravity vector is given by 9 = (0, 0, - g). The 
other variables a re: p the density of the ambi ent fluid , 11 
the velocity vec tor, p the pressure and c the pa rticle volu
metri c concentration. 

The equations governing this kind of fl ow a re the fluid
mechanics conservation laws. They are the conservation of 
air mass, conservation of salt or particle mass and momen
tum conservation. T he introduction of Reynold's decompo
si tion followed by statistica l processing produces the 
average equations of the mean now. In these equations some 
new variables appear. They correspond to the second-order 
correlation resulting from the non-linearity of the Navier

Stokes equations. We determine them using the Boussinesq 
law which belongs to the class of models using the turbu
lent-viscosity concept. The equations of motion ca n be wri t
ten as follows 

(9) 

The scale of the la rge turbulent eddies can be represented 
by the height of the g ravity current. The turbulent viscosity 
is then linked to the kinetic turbulent energy k by the formu
la Vt = C1LVk, where L is the height of the g ravity current. 
The turbulent-energy dissipation is then given by 
E = c«( k~)/ L and the turbulent-energy production is given 
by 

[ (
DUi DUj) 2 ] Du; 

Pr Vt DXj + DXi - '3 kDij DXj ' 

The calculation a rea is decomposed using an unstructured 
mesh into cells of variable dimensions. The equation system 
is wri tten in the conservative form for its numerica l resolu
ti on. The scheme is ca rri ed out in finite volumes. That 
a llows good adaptation to a n a rea of va ri able shape (reli ef 
of a n avalanche path ). The system is integrated on each ce ll 

between two consecutive times. The scheme is obtained in 
two steps. The proj ection step consists in a llocating to each 
cell the average value of the vector U = (p, pii, c, k) a nd 
the integration step consists in integrating the system on 
each cell between times t" and t"+l . The Ostrogradsky the
orem transforms the volumetric integral into a surface inte
gral. Using the average va lues of neighbouring cells, we 
build the U gradient in order to obta in its linear approx i
mation. For calculation of the diffusion terms we use the U 
gradient. On the other hand, for calcul ation of the hyper
bolic pa rt of the equation system and in order to presen 'e 
the stabili ty of the scheme, it is necessary to limit the gra
di ent va lue of U on each clement in order to avoid new 
local ext rema. It is important to notice here the limi ta tion 
of the ti me-step introduced using thc explicit scheme. The 
scheme is of second-order accuracy in space and first-order 

accuracy in time. The model needs a se t of boundary con
ditions nea r the ground where the fl ow is considered to be a 
turbulent boundary layer defin ed by fri cti on velocity a nd 
roughness. 

EX PERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The aim of our experiments was to obta in \'elocity and con
centration profil es within a g ravity current for different init
ia l condi tions, in order to understand the i11lernal dynamics 
of thi s kind of now a nd a lso to test the va lidity of the numer
ical model for reproducing the internal variations of the 
concentration and \·elocity. 

' Ve insta ll ed six probes at different di stances from the 
gate. They were placed 25, 100, 200, 300. -1-50 and 600 cm 
from the gate. These sensors were placed vertical ly 2 cm 
above the bottom. At 100 cm from the gate, we placed two 
other probes vertically at 6 and 15 cm above the bottom. 
Four initi a l heights of the sa line solution were tested: 10, 15, 
20 and 30 cm. For all these tests the height of water was 
taken equa l to the height of the saline solu tion. The follow
ing densities were studied: 1.013, 1.018, 1.021, 1.025, 1.029, 1.030, 
1.038, 1.039, 1.041, 1.045, 1.049 and 1.053 M g m 3. 

Using the results of a ll these experiments, it is possible to 
observe changes in density at different di stances from the 
gate a nd a lso its vertica l vari ations. The g ravity currents 
have two stages. '!\Then the gate opened, wc observed a rapid 
movement, followed by a fl ow wi th a constant front velocity. 
It is the slump regime. For this stage, the initial condi tions 
are very impor ta nt. In the second stage, inertia-buoyancy 
regime, the fl ow decelerated. In the first regime, the ambi
ent fluid entra inment was negligible and the second regime 
was cha racteri zed by important water incorpora tion (H all
worth and others (1993)). The transition di ta nce Xs is given 
by Equa tion (5). 

Front veloc ity 

The velocity and position of the front of the g ravity current 
are not the subj ect of thi s study. H owever, with the measured 
concentration peaks, it was possible to determine the mea n 
front velocity by di viding the distance between successive 

probes by the difference between the a rriva l times at the 
probes. It was interesting to compare the results obta ined 
with the ea rlier studies. 

In Fig ure 2, we compare our experimenta l front 
velociti es with those obta ined using the theoretical Huppert 
and Simpson (1980) model, for two different initial densiti es 
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Fig. 2. Front velocify determined experimentalry and com
puted using the Huppert and Simpson (1980) model for two 
initial densities: 1.018 and 1.041 Mg m 3. 

1.018 and 1.041 M g m 3. From this fig m e, we observe that 
when the front position Xf is less than Xs our results differ 
from the velocities computed by the above model. In the 
second regime, our results show a better fi t. 

Density evol ution in t ime 

The flow produced consists of a head and a body. If we ob
serve vari ations in density a t different fi xed points, we can 

understand better the dynamics of the front and distinguish 
the behaviom of the front in different regimes. In Figure (3) 
the density evolution in time a t 25, 200, 300, 450 and 600 cm 
from the gate is shown, The initi a l conditions were: height of 
the saline solu tion a t 20 cm, the water height at 20 cm and 
density a t I.025M g m - 3. First of a ll and for the every curve, 

we observed a density peak followed by a decrease and fin al
lya stable state. We noticed that the maximum density was 
always found at the front of the flow. T his m aximum value 

20 
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E 
cc 
6 
a. 
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10 

f- X= 600 cm 

o 50 Time (s) 100 

Fig. 3. Density variation in time Jar initial density qf 
1.025 Mg m ~ where initial saline-solution height is 20 cm, 
initial water height is 20 cm and probes placed at 25, 200, 
300, 450 and 600 cmfrom the gate and 2 cmJmm the bottom. 
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decreased wi th the dista nce covered (xr ) and this decrease 
was very low if Xf was less than X,. If we looked carefully, we 
observed that the peak possessed a certain length which 
decreased with the distance covered . Subsequently, it seems 
reasonable to ass ume that the leng th of the concentration 
peak, where the density is equal to the initia l density, repre
sents the length of the head. When we computed this leng th, 
we obtained 65 cm for the probe placed 25 cm from the gate 
where the measured front velocity was equal to 13 cm s '. 
For all the tests, we determined an empirical power law for 
the time evolution of the max imum front density. It is given 
by 

Pmax - Pa 
(10) 

Pa 

where Pmax is the front max imum density, Pa is the ambient 
fluid density, Po is the ini tia l density of the saline solution, g 
is the gravity accelerati on and t the time. This empirical law 
is plotted in Figure 3. 

In the following analysis the dimensionless vari ables 
below will be used: 

, P - Pa 
P =---, 

Po - Pa 
, X 

X=/;;' 

u' = UlJg 1:::.: ha, 

t ' = tjg ~~ . 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Figure 4 shows the vari ations in time of dimensionless 
densities obtained for initial densities equa l to 1.013, 1.018, 
1.032 and 1.041 M g m 3 and X s = 300 cm . In thi s fi gure, the 
probe has been placed 25 cm from the gate and 2 cm verti
cally above the bottom. We notice that the maximum den
sity at this point is a lmost equal to the initia l density. 

1 
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·· ··········,·········· 1.018 Mgm'3 
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Dimensionless time 

Fig. 4, Time variations qf dimensionless densify at x equal 
to 25 cm Jro m the gate corresponding to the slump regime qf 
the gravity current on a horizontal bottom andfor initial den
sities qf 1.013, 1.018, 1.032 and 1.041 Mg m 3 and .rs equal to 
300 cm. 
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Figure 5 shows the va ri ati ons in time of dimensionless 
densities, obtained for initi a l densities of 1.013, 1.032 and 
1.038 Mg m - 3 and Xs = 300 cm, in the case of a probe 
placed 600 cm from the gate. For a ll these cases, the probe 
is located more than Xs from the gate. "Ve no tice tha t the 
max imum density reached is below the initial density. In 
all these curves the maximum density is often less than 
60% of the initia l density. We can then conclude that beyond 
this distance entrainment becomes important and the front 
density decreases fast. 

0.8 

·,····,·,·····' .... ··· 1.038 Mgm-3 

-- 1.032 Mgm-3 

,., 1.013 Mgm-3 

Dimensionless lime 

Fig. 5. Time evolution if dimensionless density at 600 cm 
corresponding to the inertia- buoyancy if a gravity current on 
a horizontal bottom. The initial densities are 1.013, 1.032 and 
1.038 M g m 3 and Xs = 300 cm. 

Figure 6 shows the vari ations in time of dimensionless 
densities obtained for initial densities of 1.018, 1.032 and 
1.041 M g m - 3 for a probe placed 200 cm from the gate. The 
distance between the probe and the gate is equa l to a value 
of xs (xs = 200 cm ). It is the transition zone where the max
imum density is about 80% of the initial density. 
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Fig. 6. T ime evolution cif dimensionless density at 200 cm 
corresponding to the transition regime if a gravity current on 
a horizontal bottom. The initial densities are 1.018, 1.032 and 
1.041 M g m 3 and Xs = 200 cm. 

60 

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show dimensionless density evolution 
respectively, corresponding to the slump zone, the trans
ition zone and the inertia- buoyancy zone. 

Fr on t-con centration analysis 

For all our experiments we determined the front density a a 
fun ction of the di stance covered and also the slump distance 
x s, which is the d istance a fter which we can identify the be
ginning of the significant mixing. H all worth and others 
(1993) determined empiricall y the entrainment ratio 7" a a 
function ofy(y = Xf - xs) by 

for y > 0 7" = (1 - 0.0347yI JA~)-2236 - 1 . (15) 

The dimensionless density can be linked to this ratio 7" by 

p 1 

Po 1 +7" 
(16) 

In Figure 7 we have plotted our meas urements and com

pared them to the Hallworth law. For y < 0 , the maximum 
density acco rding to the dista nce covered, in our experi
ments, is often equa l to the initi al saline density. \,ye can then 
confirm tha t before the fronL reaches a dista nce x s , air en
trainment is negligible. For y> 0 , the maximum density 
decreases and evolves towards the H allworth law. 

0 Experiments 

0 (DO ~ eeO 1 
--Hallworth model 

.(Jj 08 c 
00(J) Cl) 

v ~ 
ro 
~ 0 c 0 
-....... 0.6 0 

00 
0 CS 0 
.Uj 0 0 
c 0.4 0 
CJ 
v 0 
~ 

§ 0 
0 

:.... 0.2 u.. 

-13 -3 7 17 

Fig. 7. A1easured maximumfront density divided by the initiaL 
density as afunction cif (yAO - 0.5 ) Jor all dataJrom two -di 
mensional constant -volume currents moving over a horizontal 
bottom. 

Ve rt ical de n s ity prof iles 

The probes placed verticall y at x = 100 cm from the gate 
a llowed us to determine for each experiment the density 

evolution according to time at three heights from the 
bottom (2,6 and 15 cm ). From Figure 8, obta ined for a n init
ia l density of 1.039 M g m 3 and ha = H = 30 cm, we can 
show that when the current a rrives at ;:c = 100 cm the den
sity at z = 2 cm reaches a value equal to the initial densit y, 
and the probe placed 6 cm from the bottom reaches a va lue 
of about 70% of the initial density. After passage of the 
peak, we observed that the probes placed at 2 and 6 cm re
corded almost the same density. The density evolution 
obtained at z = 15 cm shows a lower density. The vertical 
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density profiles, obtained at different steps of the flow, show 
that the concentration decreases upwards vertically. This 
decrease is smaller in the transition zone between the head 
and the body. In thi s zone, the vertical distribution of the 
density is quasi-uniform in the lower part of the flow. 

30 

E 
~ 20 

a. 
<I 

10 

7 

- z=2crn 

-z=6cm 

.. ····· .. ·······,·· .. ·z = 15 cm 

12 17 22 27 

Time (5) 

Fig. 8. Density evolution as a function if time at 100 cm from 
the gate and jor three different distances above the bottom (2, 6 
and 15 cm). The initial density is 1.039Mgm-~ initial 
height if saline solution is 20 cm and the initial water height 
is 20 cm. 

Veloc ity measurements 

From some images, we could establish the velocity profile 
within the flow. In Figure 9 we show the experimenta l 
profiles obtained for an initial density of 1.009 Mg m - 3, 

ha = 20 cm and H = 20 cm at Xf = 110, 120, 130, 140 and 
150 cm from the gate. These profiles are shown in Figure 10 
and a llowed us to define the structure of the flow in the front 
and in the body of the slump regime. 

-O-- x=150 cm --<>- x=140 cm 

--lr- x=130 cm -X- x=120 cm 

-3 2 7 

Velocity (cm 5.
1
) 

Fig. 9. Velocity prqfiles obtained at different distances from the 
gate in the case of a constant-volume gravity current if initial 
density 1013 Mg m -3 and ha = H = 20 cm. 
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x=lOO cm x=120 cm 
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Fig. 10. Structure of the head if a gravity current in the slump 
regime obtained using the velocity JlTifiles of Figure 9. 

Comparis on b etw een numerical and exper im ental 
results 

A compari son between the numerical and experimental 
results will be undertaken in order to show the ability of 
the numerical model to reproduce the experimenta l results. 
The first comparison concerns the evolution of the density 
as a function of the time at different distances from the gate. 
Figure 11 shows the experimenta l and numerical densities at 
x = 100 cm and x = 200 cm, in the case of an initia l density 
of 1.038 Mg m 3, H = 20 cm and ha = 20 cm. The a rrival 
time and the front density a re very well reproduced by the 
model. In the transition zone between the front a nd the 
body, the numerical results are smoothed and do not agree 
very well with the experimental results. The density evolu
tion in the body is reproduced well. For greater distance 
from the gate, the numerical results agree well with the ex
perimental results. 
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Fig. 11. Numerical and experimental density prqfiles at 100 
and 200 cm from the gate in the case of initial density if 
1.038 Mg m ~ H = 20 cm, ha = 20 cm. 
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From the same test, and using the probes placed verti
cally the same distance from the gate, we can test the numer
ica l model for reproducing variations in the vertical 
distribution of the density. In Figure 12, we show this com
parison and can conclude that the density p eak and its arri
val time is reproduced well but also note that the numerical 
results are smoothed. 
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Fig. 12. Numerical and experimental time- density evolution 
in the case of initial density of 1.038 Mg m 3, H = 20 cm, 
ha = 20 cm at different heightsJrom the bottom (2,6 and 15 
cm) at x = 100 cmfrom the gate. 
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Fig. 13. Numerical and exjJerimental velocity profiles at 
Xf = 110 cm andt = 12 s obtained in the case oftwo -dimen
sional constant-volume graviIJ' cunents on a horizontal 
bottom Jor the Jollowing initial density = 1.013 Mg m -.~ 
initial height qf lhe saline solution = 20 cm and height qf 
the water = 20 CI11.. 

Concerning the velocity profil es and for X = 110 cm 
from the gate (slump zone), we can show (see Fig. 13) that 
the numerical model profiles are close to the experimental 
ones. The lower pan of the head of the current, where the 

velocity is positive, represents more than 60% of the height 
(h) of the head. The vorticity centre is situated a t 0.7 h and 
the positive velocity in the lower part is g reater than the ne
gative velocity in the upper region. 

CONCLUSION 

Earlier theories and experiments conce rning gravity cur
rents contain a g reat deal of inform ation about front 
dynamics in terms of velocity, height a nd ambient-fluid en
trainment. The novelty of this paper res ides in its analysis of 

the structure of the front of the gravity current using meas
urements of internal concentration and velocity profi les. 
This ana lysis was performed using an experimental device 
a nd a numerical model for the Nav ier Stokes equations. \ Ve 
obtained measurements of the concentration within the 

gravity current using potentiometric sensors and also the 

velocity using image-processing techniques. We have ana
lysed front dynamics and confirmed the ex istence of two 
important stages. The two parts behave quite differently. 
For Xf < x s, where the dynamics depend on the initi a l con
d itions, where the fl ow consists of a head and body, and the 
front density is constant. For Xf > xs, we show that the den

sity of the front decreases and evolves towards the H a ll
worth and others (1993) law. From a compari son between 
the experiments and the numerical model resu lts, we show 
that this kind of model can predict well the fl ow in [he slump 
regime and in [he inertia- buoya ncy regime with smoothed 
res ults in the transition from the head to the body of the 
gravity current. 
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